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About This Game

Welcome to Cross Country Skiing VR!

Your task is to finish before your opponent in a virtual, cross country skiing race. But watch out! You're ski poles are very short
so squat down and really get moving with your arms to get a head start and cross the finish line first. You choose if you want to

face off your opponent in a 500 or a 1 000 meter track. Get your heart rate going in the snowy, virtual forest tracks!

This version of Cross Country Skiing VR is a first release created to explore how VR can be used to motivate and promote
physical activity. It's a short and straight forward race of cross country skiing ideal to be a part of e.g. a workout warm up.

Please share any feedback for future development.

Thank you for playing!
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cross country skiing vr

Did you look at the minimum system requirements for this? There is no way that is right. I bought this to see what a GTX 1060
could do, but I feel like I've been duped. This isn't worth $1.

UPDATE: It looks like the requirements were changed and it's free now? Well, that's better, but I still wouldn't spend actual
time on it. Except maybe writing a review.... Fun game! Short and sweat though - hopefully there will be more from the
developer!. I really wanted to like this game but there are too many faults right now
1) the sqatting at the poles doesnt let you see much
2) you can literally fun past the end of the track - bad
3) there seems to be no way to reset the game - the cotrollers dont function
4) there is just too little game for the price point - 2 distances no turning

JPO
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